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Abstract: A new technique, the sessile drop accelerometry (SDACC) for the study and measurement
of the interfacial energies of solid-liquid-gas systems is tested and discussed in this study. The
instrument –a combination of a goniometer with high speed camera and a laboratory drop towerand the evaluation method, were designed to evaluate the interfacial energies as a function of the
geometrical changes of a sessile drop shape due to the effect of “switching off” gravity during the
experiment. The method bases on the thermodynamic equilibrium of the system interfaces and not
on the balance of bi-dimensional tensors on the solid-liquid-gas contour line. A comparison of the
model with the widely accepted Young`s equation is discussed in this study.
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1. Background
Young [1] proposed two hundred years ago that the contact angle of the three-phase contact line
results from the balance of three tensors. This idea can be expressed by the following equation:

γ S = γ SL + γ L cosθY

(1)

where γS, γSL, and γL represent the interfacial tensions per unit length of the solid-vapor, solidliquid, and liquid-vapor contact line respectively, i.e. the surface tensions, and θY is the contact angle.
In principle, there are three important conditions for applying Young’s equation [2]: the surface
has to be chemically homogeneous, completely flat and smooth, and the solid-liquid-vapor system
must be free of the effects of gravity. Under these conditions, the Equation 1 represents the
mechanical balance of three surface tensions along the contour line of the three phases. This balance
has also been derived using the principle of minimizing the total free energy of the system [3-5]. Most
recent thermodynamic derivation relies on interpreting γS, γSL, and γL as scalar thermodynamic surface
energies instead of tension vectors [4].
According to Makkonen [6], a very important reason for adopting the surface energy
interpretation is that, while γSL and γL can be interpreted either way, the surface tension on a dry
solid, γS, is a contentious concept [3, 7-11]. Bikerman [8] and Ivanov et al. [9] have argued that Young’s
equation is not a balance of forces. At the same time, the surface energy interpretation has led to many
misunderstandings of the wetting phenomenon on patterned surfaces [12, 13]. The validity of
Young’s equation was questioned [6] at the nanoscale [14-17] and on flexible surfaces [17-18] as well.
According to Leger and Joanny, [19] the effect of body forces such as gravity on the contact line
is small for small drop volumes. Gravity would affect the shapes of wetting liquid drops in their
central region where they are flattened, but in a small region, close to the contact line, one would
expect that the liquid-vapor and liquid-solid interfaces to make an angle given by Young’s law. These
observations were supported by the theoretical calculations of Fujii and Nakae [20]. According to
Leger, Joanny, Fujji and Nakae, only forces that become increasingly large at the contact line such as
the viscous force on an advancing liquid can affect Young’s law. However, recent experimental
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evidence using microgravity by parabolic arc flights [21] and microgravity drop towers [22-23] have
demonstrated that the effect of gravity on the contact angle is relevant even at very small drop
volumes such as 5 µL. According to Allen [24], who studied the wetting of very small drops with
small contact angles, a drop is small enough to neglect gravitational influences only if its volume is
less than 1 µL.
Of the four parameters of Young’s equation, only γL and θY can be readily measured; hence, this
equation can only provide the difference between the solid-vapor surface tension γS and the solidliquid interfacial tension γSL. For this reason, an additional equation providing a relation among the
surface tensions in Young’s equation is required, i.e.,

γ SL = f ( γ S , γ L )

(2)

Such an equation is referred to as an equation of state for interfacial tensions [25]. Combining
Equation 1 with Equation 2, yield:

γ L cosθY = γ S − f (γ S , γ L )

(3)

This equation was the start point for several attempts to obtain mathematical expressions or
numerical procedures able to provide the values of γS and γSL when only the values of γL and θY are
known. The most relevant solutions [26] were given by Fox and Zisman [27], Owens and Wendt [28],
Janczuk and Bialopiotrowicz [29], Wu [30], van Oss, Chaudhury and Good [31], Li and Neumann
[25], Kwok et al. [32], Shimizu and Demarquette [33] and Chibowski et al. [34]. Except for the LiNeumann method, all the mentioned solutions use a pair or more liquids to calculate the surface
energy of the solid and the interface solid-liquid. Experimental results of Hejda et al. [24] show that
the solution of the mathematical approaches strongly depends on the liquids used. According to these
authors, the approach proposed by Li and Neumann is also impractical because its strong
dependence on the liquids used for the calculations.
More recently [35], a lab-scale microgravity tower was used to calculate the surface energies by
means of sessile drops. This new method, the Sessile Drop Accelerometry (SDACC), revisit the
phenomenon of wetting paying more attention to its surface nature as much as the derived
approaches of Young’s equation have been put in the balance on the contact line of the three phases.
2. Theoretical Fundamentals of the Method
The major thermodynamic quantity which characterizes a surface or an interface is the reversible
work, γ, to create a unit area of surface at constant temperature (T), volume (V), and chemical potential
of component i (µi). This quantity is not equal to the surface free energy except under certain
conditions [36]. The term surface tension was used to describe the contractile nature of surface films,
i.e. their tendency to minimize surface area. This term became so entrenched in the literature that it
is widely used today. Thus γ is widely called the surface tension, though the meaning of those words
may have little physical significance in many situations. As mentioned above, the quantity γ is the
scalar thermodynamic surface energy that characterizes the thermodynamic property of an interface.
The γ of a newly created surface is defined as:

γ =

dw
dΩ

(4)

i.e., the specific surface work to form dΩ new surface area.
The thermodynamics of interfaces is the same as the thermodynamics of homogeneous systems
except that the work term of conventional thermodynamics must include all the γ dΩ components for
the heterogeneous (interface-containing) systems [36]. In systems where charges or electrical
potentials are present, the electrical work must also be included. This is usually done using the
electrochemical potential.
By open systems with surfaces, in the absence of other forms of work, e.g. electrical, magnetic,
gravitational, etc., the Internal Energy E can be defined as:
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dE = T dS − P dV +  µi dN i + γ dΩ

(5)

dH = T dS − V dP +  µi dN i + γ dΩ

(6)

i

The Enthalpy H is:
i

The Helmholtz energy A is:

dA = − S dT − P dV +  µi dN i + γ dΩ
i

(7)

And the Gibbs free energy G is:

dG = − S dT + V dP +  µi dN i + γ dΩ
i

(8)

By these systems, the creation of a new area of surface, dΩ, may cause a flow of dN molecules to
or from the surface region, resulting in concentration profiles [37], which lead to a surface excess (or
deficiency) of component i:

Γi =

dN i
dΩ

(9)

As a consequence:

 µ dN =  µ Γ dΩ
i

i

i

i

i

i

(10)

From basic thermodynamics, the chemical potential of component i, µi, is given as:

 ∂A
µi = 
 ∂N i



T ,V , N j ,Ω

(11)

 ∂G
µi = 
 ∂N i



 T , P , N j ,Ω

(12)

 ∂E
µi = 
 ∂N i



 S ,V , N j ,Ω

(13)

Where P = Pressure, S = Entropy, Nj = the number of molecules other than type i, and Ω = the
surface area.
Using Equation 9 and applying basic thermodynamics, one can develop expressions for surface
energy, surface Gibbs free energy, and surface Helmholtz energy:

(dE )V

= T dS + γ dΩ +  µi dΓi dΩ

(14)

= γ dΩ +  µi dΓi dΩ

(15)

(dA)T ,V

i

i
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(dG )T ,P =

γ dΩ +  µi dΓi dΩ
i

(16)

The corresponding specific energy and specific free energies are:

dS
 dE 
+ γ +  μ i Γi = specific surface energy
 = es = T

dΩ
 dΩ V

(17)

 dA 

 = a s = γ +  μ i Γi = specific surface Helmholtz energy
 dΩ T ,V

(18)

 dG 

 = g s = γ +  μi Γi = specific surface Gibbs free energy
 dΩ T ,P

(19)

At constant T, P, S, V, and if Γi = 0, γ = es = as = gs, but only under these conditions.
In general, the surface Helmholtz and Gibbs free energies and the surface “internal” energy are
different quantities. Because pressure is a more constant parameter than volume in heterogeneous
systems, Helmholtz energy is usually preferred over Gibbs free energy [36].
The process of forming a new surface can be divided into two parts:
1. The phase must be cleaved to expose the new surface
2. Atoms in the surface plane rearrange to assume their equilibrium positions
In a multicomponent system, part 2 may also be combined with the migration of bulk atoms to
or from the interface, i.e., the development of surface excesses or deficiencies, Γi. In a liquid, parts 1
and 2 occur nearly instantaneously. In a solid, part 2 may occur very slowly or not at all [36].
In a one-component system, Γi = 0 unless there is such a stoichiometric restructuring around the
interface so as to significantly change the density of the phase near the surface.
Therefore, at a constant density in a single-component system γ = as = gs, or γ is both the specific
Gibbs free energy and the specific Helmholtz energy. Thus, γ can be called the specific surface free
energy. At constant S (no morphological restructuring), γ will also be the specific surface energy.
γ is a thermodynamic property of an interface; it is not in general gs, as, or es, though it may be
equal to one, two, or all three of these quantities under certain conditions. The specific surface work
of Equation 4 is commonly called the “surface tension”. For this reason, “surface tension” and
“surface free energy” are synonymous with the understanding that both really are the specific surface
Helmholtz energy.
On the other hand, surface stress is the work necessary to stretch or compress an existing surface.
In a liquid this cannot be done without causing more atoms to join the surface; i.e., creating a new
surface. Hence in liquids, the surface stress is γL (the reversible work to form new surface; i.e., surface
tension. In a solid, this is not so because the lack of mobility of atoms means that a process can stretch
them without causing bulk atoms to join the surface planes. Thus, the process may stretch or
compress the surface of a solid without changing the number of atoms in the surface, only their
distances of separation, thus producing a surface stress [36].
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(b)

(a)

Figure 1. In the absence of gravity, the drop of the state Ao (a) spontaneously spreads on the surface
and reaches the state Aκ (b).

Let’s consider a system where, in the initial condition that we will call the configuration o, the
lower end of a liquid drop is at an infinitesimal distance from a smooth solid flat surface of area ΩoS
in a gas medium (Figure 1a). No force field is affecting the system (the acceleration of the system is
zero, i.e. a*=0). Due to the absence of gravity, the shape of the drop is a perfect sphere of area
ΩoL=4πro2, where ro is the radius of the sphere. Under these conditions, and only due to the work
developed by the surface energies of the system, the drop spontaneously spreads the surface (Figure
1b) up to reach the configuration κ. This results in the formation of ΩκSL, an interfacial area between
the solid and the liquid. The area of a perfect spherical dome formed by the interface liquid-gas is
ΩκL.
A quantity of importance in this analysis, as demonstrated above, is the change –the differenceof Helmholtz energy between each two contiguous j-configurations of the system during the
spontaneous wetting process [38]. The term “configuration” refers to a state in which the drop is at
rest in a position of metastable equilibrium. Associated with each configuration are the characteristic
interfacial areas ΩjSL, ΩjL and a characteristic Helmholtz energy, Aj.
For a given configuration, according to the Equation 18, and at constant T, V, and if Γi = 0 (onecomponent liquid, solid and gas):

Δ Aj

= Δ  (γ Ω) j

−

Δ  (γ Ω) i

(20)

Let’s take as an example a system in which γL > γSL > γS. During the spontaneous wetting of the
droplet of Figure 1, the Helmholtz energy of the system decreases because part of the liquid-gas
interface creates a new solid-liquid interface (Figure 2, left). The energy of the solid-gas interface
contributes additionally to the creation of the solid-liquid interface. The wetting process ends when
the system reaches the equilibrium in the configuration κ.
The wetting process could end precisely at the configuration d`, where the Helmholtz energy of
two contiguous j-configurations presents no more change (ΔAj = 0). However, the internal energy
stored inside the drop during the wetting between o and d’ can make the work necessary to continue
wetting from d’ up to the equilibrium configuration κ, i.e., ΔE = Aκ – Ad’. At this point, the
configuration κ, the Helmholtz energy of the system recovers the value of the initial configuration o.
In other words, comparing the configurations o and κ, no work has been done on the system, nor has
it done any work on its surroundings. The net change of Helmholtz energy during the wetting
process is zero.

ΔAo →κ = Aκ − Ao = 0

(21)

Equation 20 represents the ideal wetting in the absence of gravity. In a real process without
gravity, part of the available surface energy will be lost in the form of entropy during wetting and Ak
will be slightly smaller than Ao. This fact will ensure that the wetting continues from d’ to κ and not
go back to the initial configuration o.
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Figure 2. Schematic representation of the energetic changes of a system while a drop spontaneously
wets a solid surface without the effect of gravity.

Continuing with the ideal model of spontaneous wetting, from Equation 20:

(

)

ΔAo→κ = γ L ΩκL + γ SL ΩκSL + γ S Ω oS − ΩκSL − γ L Ω oL − γ S Ω oS = 0

(22)

That results in:

γ L (Ω κL − Ω oL ) + (γ SL − γ S )ΩκSL = 0

(23)

A parameter κ can be now defined as:

κ=

Ω oL − Ω κL
Ω κSL

(24)

κ is a dimensionless parameter that characterizes a liquid drop at equilibrium, resting on a flat
surface without the effect of gravity. Under the condition of weightlessness, this parameter is, in
principle, independent of the size of the drop and not equivalent to the cosine of the contact angle of
Young’s model:

γ SL − γ S = κ γ L

(25)

In the Young’s model, cosθY represents the bi-dimensional fraction of the liquid surface tension
acting horizontally on the triple contact point solid-liquid-gas. By contrast, for SDACC, κ represents
the ratio of the liquid-gas interface area-decrease and the solid-gas interface area created by wetting
(Eq. 24). While cosθY applies only to the boundary line of the bi-dimensional drop profile, κ applies
to all the interfaces of the three-dimensional system.
Let’s consider now, as initial condition –configuration G-, a drop resting in equilibrium on a
solid and flat surface under the effects of the terrestrial gravitational field (a1=-gE, gE=9,81m/s2), see
Figure 3a. Suppose that the system is inside a closed capsule that is submitted to the free fall under
controlled conditions.
If a2 is the acceleration of the uniformly accelerated motion of the capsule downwards, in the
case of the free fall, its value is obviously –gE. This will switch off the effects of the gravitational
field inside the capsule that contains the surface and the drop. The resulting acceleration of this
system will be given by:

a * = − a2 + a1

(26)
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3. By the free fall, the energy that the terrestrial gravitational field is producing on the droplet
(a) is released, letting the droplet reach a new equilibrium only governed by the interfacial energies
(b), which shape is a spherical dome.

So, in the case of free fall, a* = 0, that corresponds to an inertial system inside the capsule. To
reach this condition, the energy with which the terrestrial gravitational field is flattening the drop
must be released, letting the drop reach a new equilibrium state (Figure 3b) only governed by the
interfacial energies –the configuration κ'-. Macroscopically, it will result in the receding of the drop
by the decrease of the interfacial area and its “deformation” to a perfect sphere due to the increase of
its height. The acceleration that modifies the drop shape during the very short time of the mentioned
energy release process is given by af:

a f = − a2

(27)

During the energy release process, the receding of the drop will result in contact angle hysteresis.
The multiplicity of apparent contact angles, which is an essential feature of contact angle hysteresis,
is associated with the multiplicity of equilibrium states that a drop may assume on a rough or
heterogeneous surface [39]. One apparent contact angle is associated with the stable equilibrium state
(the global minimum in the free energy of the system). The others are linked to metastable
equilibrium states (local minima in the free energy). The transition between metastable states, toward
the stable equilibrium state, depends on the energy available to the drop for overcoming the energy
barriers which inherently exist between the metastable states [39].
By definition, the phenomenon of hysteresis is observed when a parameter of the system, such
as the volume of a drop placed on a solid, is varied back and forth, or when an external force is
making the drop move in one direction (ie., by the tilting table experiment). In SDACC, the release of
gravitational energy makes the contour of the drop recede on the surface and experience hysteresis.
For this reason, this microgravity model is, in principle, oriented to characterize chemically
heterogeneous and smooth surfaces.
According to Grundke [40], while the advancing contact angle is expected to represent the
property of the predominant material of the surface, the receding contact angle is only a manifestation
of the impurities of that solid surface. It has been shown [39], that the contact angles assumed by the
drop during advancing or receding is oscillatory. These oscillations may explain the macroscopic
stick-slip behavior which is observed during contact angle hysteresis measurements. SDACC does
not take into account the contact angle values, because they only provide information about balance
on the drop line contour. However, the hysteresis effect occurs during the drop recedes, and it can
modify the increase-decrease of the interfacial areas during de-wetting. In any case, SDACC evaluates
the shape of the droplet in the stable equilibrium state (κ’), when the transition between metastable
states (hysteresis) is already concluded. In this configuration, without the effects of gravity, the drop
shape is a spherical dome.
Going back to the case of the sessile drop in the free fall, the acceleration experienced by the drop
for the short time of the energy release is af = +gE, i.e., a short duration force acting upwards. The
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mechanical work that the drop must make to modify its shape and release surface energy is given by
WM.

− WM = ΔA = Aκ ' − AG

(28)

From the standpoint of the drop, this work can also be divided into two components: the work
WP necessary to move up its center of mass and the work WS necessary to radially move the contour
line solid-liquid-gas during a short de-wetting process (Figure 4).

WM = W P + WS

(29)

Figure 4. The free-fall makes the system release the energy with which the gravitational field was
deforming the drop. The Helmholtz energy of the drop in the form of interfacial energies is released,
resulting in a drop with a spherical dome shape, the configuration κ'.

The change in the potential energy of the droplet can be calculated by measuring the change in
the position of all the liquid particles, by considering for a moment the liquid as a particle system. If
a particle system is changing from the state 1 to the state 2, their potential energies under a force field
that produces the acceleration af, can be described by:
n

e p1 =  mi a f z1i

(30)

i

n

e p 2 =  mi a f z 2i

(31)

i

Where mi is the mass of each particle and n the total number of particles. The change in potential
energy from state 1 to state 2 is given by:
n
 n

W p = a f   mi z 2i −  mi z1i 
i
 i


(32)
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The center of mass of a particle system is defined by:
n

m z
i

zc =

i

(33)

i

m

Then, the Equation 32 for the potential energy necessary to move all the liquid particles from the
state G to κ', can be written as:

W p = m a f (z cκ ' − z cG ) = ρ V a f (z cκ ' − z cG )

(34)

Where ρ is the density of the liquid and V is the drop volume.
The second component of the work that the drop must make, the energy necessary to produce
the receding wetting during its deformation from the state G to κ', can be calculated by the integration
of all the differentials of energy needed to move the contour line on the surface in the radial direction
(Figure 5):

Figure 5. The drop profile observed from above: the release of the force field leads to dewetting. A
receding work decreases the interfacial area from ΩGSL to Ωκ'SL.
κ'

κ'

G

G

 dWs =  τ l dr

(35)

Where τ is tension necessary for the drop to move the contour line on the surface, l is the length
of the contour line and r the radius of the wetting area ΩSL. These considerations result in:
κ'

Ws = 2 π τ  r dr

(36)

G

Which, in turn, results in:

(

) (

Ws = τ π rκ2' − rG2 = τ Ω κSL' − Ω GSL

)

(37)

At the equilibrium, the work made by the drop –the energy released- will result in energy
changes on the system surfaces. Equations (28), (29), (34) and (37) result in:

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

− ρ V a f ( z cκ ' − z cG ) − τ Ω κSL' − Ω GSL = γ L Ω κL ' − Ω GL + γ SL Ω κSL' − Ω GSL + γ S Ω oS − Ω κSL' − Ω oS + Ω GSL

)

(38)

Making the corresponding arrangements:

(γ SL − γ S + τ ) (Ω κSL'

)

(

)

− Ω GSL = − γ L Ω κL ' − Ω GL − ρ V a f ( z cκ ' − z cG )

(39)
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In the case of a free fall, both terms at the left side of Eq. 38 must give negative values because
the drop must release energy to deform its shape, i.e. it must do work. By the first term, the
acceleration and the difference of center of mass are both positive, resulting in a negative term due
to the minus sign ahead of it. The second term is also negative, because the minus sign, the negative
value of the areas difference –receding wetting- and the value of τ, which is negative due to the
following reason: during the dewetting of the drop contour, the tension τ is the force that the liquid
must overcome to recede on the solid surface, i.e., to “create” solid surface. This surface tension is the
opposite of the previously defined surface energy of the solid γS:

τ = −γS

(40)

Under this consideration, the Equation 39 can be written as:

γ SL − 2γ S =

(

− ρ Va f ( zcκ ' − zcG ) − γ L ΩκL ' − ΩGL
κ'

Ω SL − Ω

G
SL

),

a f = + g E , free fall

(41)

Summarizing, in the case of the free fall, a2 = -gE (capsule is falling) and a1 = -gE (terrestrial
acceleration acting on the droplet in rest). So, the net acceleration that deforms the droplet for a very
short time during the free fall is af = +gE, i.e. a short duration deformation force from bottom to up.
However, once the drop reaches the equilibrium inside the capsule, it will be found within a system
with zero acceleration, ie. a* = 0 (weightless). In consequence, at the end of the experiment
(configuration κ’), the drop will be resting in stable equilibrium inside an inertial system.
The configuration κ, as mentioned before, is reached ideally after the end of a very fast wetting
process that started spontaneously with the configuration o without the effect of the gravity. In the
microgravity method, however, the configuration κ is quantified in a special way: the capsule with a
drop in the configuration G, i.e., resting under the effects of the terrestrial gravity (a1=-gE, gE=9,81m/s2)
is moved downward with a2=-gE, (free fall). This results, as seen above, in a sudden upward
acceleration af =+gE that deforms the drop for some moment (milliseconds in practice) until it reaches
the weightlessness state (a*=0) inside the capsule (inertial system), the so-called configuration κ’. The
present model proposes that the configuration κ’ resulting from this forced de-wetting process is the
same as the configuration κ, or at least quite similar.
By analyzing the images provided by the high-speed camera using Axisymmetric Drop Shape
Analysis (ADSA) or ellipse matching, it is possible to find the frames where the droplet is resting free
of vibrations with a perfectly spherical shape (the ellipse matching is highly recommended). These
images correspond to the configuration κ =κ’ of the model. The values of the interfacial areas ΩoL, ΩκL,
and ΩκSL can be obtained by the drop volume, the matching method and the formulas that are
presented below, to obtain the value of the parameter κ, using the Eq. 24.
It is important to mention, that for the application of any drop-shape analysis method it is
essential that the drop is completely axisymmetric. In other words, the wetting has to be completely
isotropic. In the case of topographic anisotropy, it should be only nanometric and not affect wetting.
Otherwise, it would be necessary to analyze the geometry of the drop in three dimensions. Some
manufacturers of drop shape analyzers, like Krüss GmbH (Germany), have already begun to develop
top-view distance optical methods for capturing the curvature of the drop to measure contact angles
on curved solid surfaces and in depressions which are not easily accessible to the classical drop shape
analysis. The combination of this technology with SDACC could make possible its application for
non-axisymmetric drops on anisotropic surfaces.
The values of the interfacial areas ΩGL, and ΩGSL can be obtained from the first frames some
milliseconds before starting the free fall. This instant corresponds to the drop resting in equilibrium
under the effects of gravity, the configuration G. The drop centers of mass zCG and zCκ' can be
calculated from the initial images and the images of configuration κ =κ’, by applying the Equation 51
given below. The exact value of the acceleration af, can be obtained from the accelerometer of the
instrument (see the Experimental Section).
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The values of γS and γSL can be obtained by solving the system given by the equations 25 and 41.
For the application of the microgravity method, it is only necessary to know the value of the surface
tension of the liquid, its density, and the drop volume.
The precision of SDACC is highly dependent on the precision of the interfacial areas
measurement. During the energy release of the drop, it could move some micrometers on the camera
view-axis. As a consequence, the scale of the frames could change a little bit during the process. For
this reason, the drop shape matching algorithms must be carefully scaled to evaluate the drop shapes
of the configurations κ=κ’ and G with the same drop volume.
The artificial accelerations produced inside the capsule result in drop deformations given by af.
Two cases of spheroidal caps [41-44] must be differentiated to calculate the values of the solid-liquid
ΩSL and the liquid-air ΩL interfacial areas: a*=0 and a*<0.
Case I: sphere cap [42], a* = 0
The radius of the solid-liquid interface is given by:

R=

h (2 b − h )

(42)

Where h is he height and b the radius of the partial sphere, according to Figure 6a.
The volume of the partial sphere is given by:

V =

π
6

(

h 3 R2 + h2

)

(43)

The surface area –the interfacial area liquid-gas- is given by:

(

)

Ω L = π R 2 + h 2 = 2π b h

(44)

And the interfacial area solid-liquid is given by:

Ω SL = π R 2

(45)

(a)

(b)

Figure 6. Profiles of the two possible spheroids of the drop shape during the free fall: (a) sphere and
(b) oblate. The 2D- profiles of the spheroid caps are in gray.

Case II: oblate cap [41], a* < 0
The radius of the solid-liquid interface is given by:

 h
R = b 1 − 1 − 
 c
The volume of the oblate is given by:

2

(46)
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π

2

h
h 
V = b c   3 − 
3
c
c 
2

(47)

where b, c and h are the magnitudes according to Figure 6b.
The interfacial area solid-liquid is given by:

Ω SL

2
 
h 
= π b 1 − 1 −  
c  
 
2

(48)

And the surface area –the interfacial area liquid-gas- is given by:
2 1/ 2
b
  h    
h 
1

 h
2 
Ω L = π b c  −  1 −  1 + ε  1 −   +  ar sinh (ε ) − ar sinh ε  1 −     (49)
c  
c  
c  
ε

 
 c 


where:

ε2 =

b2
−1≥ 0
c2

(50)

In both cases: sphere and oblate cap, the center of mass of the cap can be calculated using [41]:

h
h
c
zc =
h
4
3−
c
4−

(51)

3. Experimental Section
The instrument [35] consists of a vertical tower three meters tall with all the necessary elements
to control the accelerated movement of a capsule containing the solid-liquid-gas system during a time
span from 600 to 750 milliseconds. The tower (Figure 7) was originally constructed to allow the
motion of the capsule under different acceleration values upwards and downwards. However, the
present study is focused on the free-fall mode, i.e. the instrument as a microgravity tower.
The components of the instrument are: the upper ignition device (1), the lower ignition device
(2), the displacement tower (3), the acceleration device (4), the braking or damping mechanism (5)
the liquid dosing device (6) and the capsule with the sample (7). Further, the instrument is connected
to a computer with the software necessary to control the devices and evaluate the data.
The upper ignition device (1), as well as the lower ignition device (2), are electromagnetic
mechanisms designed to release the anchored capsule so it can move freely by the action of the
acceleration device. They are designed to minimize the vibrations during the ignition. The
displacement tower (3) is designed to guide the capsule in the vertical direction without vibration
and minimizing the effects of friction. The acceleration device (4) actuates the capsule in values of
constant acceleration using the linear increase of the speed starting from the rest (zero velocity). This
device is capable of moving the capsule both upwards and downwards. In the case of the downward
drive with the acceleration of –gE (Earth gravitational field), it is possible to let the capsule simply fall
free with the help of the guide elements of the shift tower. The acceleration device may be a servo
motor capable of producing constant accelerations upwards or downwards of any value or a
mechanical device which, based on a combination of pulleys, moves the capsule in discrete
acceleration values.
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Figure 7. The measure capsule (7) can be moved upwards or downwards.

The damping mechanism (5) consists of a mechanical, pneumatic or hydraulic arrangement
capable of decreasing the velocity without increasing the acceleration above 20gE to not damage the
devices inside the measuring capsule. Depending on the orientation of the movement, it can be
installed on the top or bottom of the tower.
The liquid dosing device (6) must be able to dose small droplets from 5µL to 100µL on the sample
surface inside the capsule. It can consist of an arrangement of a micro-pump and dosing cannula or
a mechanic or electronic micropipette. In the first case, it could be attached and moved together with
the microcapsule. In the case of a micropipette, it could be triggered independently of the tower
structure.

Figure 8. Measuring capsule with the high-speed camera, XYZ-stage, light diffusion source,
accelerometer and vibrometer and cooling system.

The measuring capsule consists of a high-speed camera (100 – 1000 frames per second, fps), a
sample stage (XYZ), a diffuse light source, an accelerometer, a vibrometer and a refrigeration unit
(ventilator) (Figure 8). This device can obtain images or video of the drop during its motion with
good resolution at higher fps values. The diffuse light must provide a good illumination and allows
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a good contrast to obtain sharp drop contours. The stage will be used to put the sample in the optimal
position for the experiment. The accelerometer and the vibrometer measure the values of the
acceleration (Z-Axis) inside the capsule and the values of the accelerations in X- and Y-axis to evaluate
the vibration during the experiment, respectively. The ventilator is used to cool the high-speed
camera between the measurements.
The first published results of SDACC [35] were realized using polypropylene (PP) and
polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) surfaces. For the present study, new tests were realized using seven
smooth polymer surfaces -including new PP and PTFE-, which details and relevant topographic
parameters are listed in Table 1.
Table 1. Polymer surfaces and roughness

Polymer material
Polypropylene, PP
Polyethylene, PE

Description
5 mm thickness, translucent with protection
film (al-intech, Germany)
High density (HD) PE, 5 mm thickness,
black (al-intech, Germany)

Sa(1), nm

Sdr(2), %

Iso(3), %

28

0.236

66,13

128

0.606

70,10

301

6.070

23,13

Polytetrafluoroethylene, PTFE

Teflon, 2 mm thickness, white, ( Alt
Industriebedarf, Germany)

Poletyhelene terephthalate, PET

Polyester PET-G, 1 mm thickness,
transparent with protection film
(Hbholzmaus Kunstoffe, Germany)

3

0.026

65,07

Polystyrene, PS

2 mm thickness, black, (az-reptec,
Germany)

698

3.097

68,47

Polymethyl methacrylate, PMMA

Acrylglas, 2 mm thickness, transparent with
protection film (GeerGroup UG, Germany)

2

0.019

62,10

Polyvinylchloride, PVC

2 mm thickness, white with protection film
(kunstoff-city, Germany)

230

2.667

6,97

1

Surface arithmetic mean roughness; 2Developed surface area ratio; 3Texture Isotropy

The topographic characterization was carried out using high-resolution ScanDisk Confocal
Microscopy (SDCM). The SDCM device was a µsurf explorer (Nanofocus AG, Germany). An
objective with the magnification 100X was used, which provides a measure length of 160 µm and
lateral and vertical resolutions of 0.3 µm and 2 nm respectively. Three measurements were carried
out on different positions of the samples. The topographic parameters arithmetic mean roughness Sa
and developed surface area ratio Sdr (Table 1) show that the roughness of the materials is small
enough to consider the surfaces smooth for the experiments. The texture isotropy, calculated using
the MountainsMap® Premium Software (Digital Surf sarl, France) show that the PP, PE, PET, PS and
PMMA surfaces are isotropic enough to consider that the drop will form axisymmetric shapes. The
morphology of these surfaces was only slightly affected by negligible scratches due to manipulation.
In case of PTFE and PVC, however, the anisotropy is structural. However, the nanometric- scale
roughness of these surfaces, 301 and 230 nanometers respectively, should not significantly affect the
axisymmetry of the 15 µL water droplets (approx. 4-5 mm of base diameter) that will be deposited
on them.
The materials were cut into 5 x 5 cm2 samples and submitted to the tests with the microgravity
lab tower.
4. Results
The calibration of the apparatus was realized according to [35], using a R-DAS Tiny rocket
accelerometer V4.0 (AED Electronics, USA) to measure the microgravity and a USB Vibration Logger
DL-131G (Voltcraft, Germany) to determine and control the lateral vibrations during the gravitation
release. After a couple of mechanical improvements on the original prototype to control the
vibrations during the ignition and decrease the friction during the fall, the resulting reduced gravity
[42] inside the capsule was a* = +0.0018 gE
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The effect of gravity on the macroscopic advancing contact angle was studied in 2005 by
Ababneh et al. [21] using experiments in a specially modified FALCON 20 business jet (NRC Flight
Research Laboratory, Canada) that flies a parabolic arc to produce short periods of reduced net
acceleration force. The authors reported important irreproducibility of the contact angle due to the
airplane vibration. The use of drop towers also presents the difficulty of the vibration produced
during the ignition, i.e. during the release of the capsule to the free fall. Recent experiments realized
in 2012 by Diana et al. [22] using the Drop Tower Facility of the Queensland University of Technology
(Queensland, Australia) and Zhu et al. [23] using the Drop Tower of Beijing (National Microgravity
Laboratory, Beijing, China) showed that the simple wire cutting release mechanism that initiates the
drop of the experimental rack induces vibrations on the drop. According to [22], the sudden variation
of the gravity force induces oscillations in the sessile drop. Indeed, at the beginning of the test, the
energy stored in the thin wire that was holding the experimental package and drag shield was
released resulting in vibrations in the sessile drop. The vibrations using the microgravity tower
prototype for the present study are important during the first 250 milliseconds of the experiment.
From 450 milliseconds onwards they are negligible.
The experiments using the Drop Tower of Beijing [23] report a stabilization time from 0.8 to 1.2
seconds in the case of sessile drops, while by the experiments using the Drop Tower Facility of
Queensland [22], the vibration time for sessile drops to reach equilibrium is less than 0.5 seconds.
These authors carefully observed the transition from formal to reduced gravity using a 30 fps camera.
It is important to mention that the study of Diana et al. [22] was oriented to present an initial
work to develop a database of contact angles of sessile drops in reduced gravity and to study the
dimensional variations due to the increase of the drop size regarding Bond number. The study of Zhu
et al. [23] was oriented to investigate the influence of Bond number on behaviors of liquid drops
deposited onto solid substrates and to probe the effectiveness of a simulation model. None of these
studies was oriented to study or measure the surface energies of the substrates.
Small drop towers only exist for educational and demonstrative purposes [45-46]. However,
apart from the study of Calvimontes [35], which is the basis for the present work, there are currently
no reports about the study of wetting and measurement of surface energies using the release of
gravitation.

Figure 9. Vibration release of water drops on a PP surface regarding drop shape eccentricity. 76 frames
were analyzed from the 480 available (750 fps video recording) [35].

To quantify the stabilization time of the drops during the experiment, the first eccentricity, ε,
was used in [35]. This parameter was defined in the equation 50 for the oblate (b>c) case. A perfect
sphere (b = c) with ε = 0 in the microgravity region confirms that the effects of vibration were released.
According to Figure 9, the eccentricity for doubled distilled water drops of 20 µL on the PP surface
shows that the vibration is completely released after 350 milliseconds of the ignition.
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The calculation of the interfacial areas is possible using the equations 44 and 45. The values
obtained for the parameter κ’ on all the seven surfaces are listed in Table 2. Ten measurements
corresponding to ten different drops were made for 15 µL bi-distilled water drops on each surface at
22±1 °C of temperature and 60±2 % of relative humidity. According to [35], the optimal volume for
the experiment using water is between 10 and 20 µL because in this interval both, the surface tension
and the gravitation, are governed the wetting and the drop shape. According to [22], there are two
forces that principally produce the drop shape: the surface tension of the liquid, which tends to
minimize the area of the surface (producing the spherical shape) and the gravitational force which
tends to flatten the drop.
Before initiating the free fall, the interfacial areas at the G-configuration, i.e. the sessile drop
under the effects of the gravity, were measured using the drop images. The drop mass centers in the
G and κ' configurations were also measured for each experiment.
The interfacial energies were calculated by solving the system given by the equations 25 and 41
for each experiment, i.e., for each pair of images corresponding to the G and κ’ configurations. The
results are presented in Table 2.
Table 2. Results of the surface characterization

Polymer
Polypropylene, PP
Polyethelyne, PE
Polytetrafluoroethylene, PTFE
Poletyhelene terephthalate, PET
Polystyrene, PS
Polymethyl methacrylate,
PMMA
Polyvinylchloride, PVC

κ'
0.5287
0.4030
0.6199
0.3564
0.3376

± 0.0058

γS , mJ/m

2

± 0.4070

± 0.0372

30.8708
34.0385
20.1871
41.3845
43.4610

0.1528

± 0.0192

0.3764

± 0.0073

± 0.0127
± 0.0037
± 0.0123

γSL, mJ/m

2

± 0.2354

± 0.7066

69.3591
63.3805
65.3167
67.3328
68.0411

49.2423

± 0.6394

60.3631

± 0.9917

34.5522

± 0.4563

61.9534

± 0.4893

± 0.5512
± 0.5006
± 0.3405

± 0.7212
± 0.5071
± 0.9448
± 2.5544

During the free fall, the water drop experienced receding wetting during approximately 450
milliseconds in case of the PP surface [35]. During this period, the system went through multiple
metastable states that can be observed by the contact angle hysteresis in Figure 9. In this example, the
contact angles decrease from 93.8° to 92° due to the release of gravity. The oscillations due to the
energy barriers of the surface combined by the mechanical micro vibrations due to the
electromagnetic release of the capsule lead the drop to the equilibrium (κ’) through multiple
metastable states.

Figure 9. Contact angle hysteresis of a 20µL water droplet on a PP surface [35]. The transition from
stable state G, followed by metastable states (energy release) toward the stable equilibrium state of
the configuration κ’.
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To compare the microgravity method with the Owens-Wendt [28] and Wu [30] methods,
measurements with a Mobile Surface Analyzer –MSA (Krüss GmbH, Germany) were realized using
doubled distilled water and diiodomethane (Sigma-Aldrich). For each of the seven surfaces, ten drops
of 1µL were used. The results are presented in Figure 10.

Figure 10. Comparison between the calculated values of γS for the seven polymer surfaces obtained
by the methods Owens et al., Wu, and SDACC.

5. Discussion
According to the results, the SDACC correlates well with the results obtained by the method of
Owens et al. [28] for Polypropylene (PP), Polyethylene (PE) and Polyethylene terephthalate (PET).
The values obtained for the surfaces of Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE), Polystyrene (PS), Polymethyl
methacrylate (PMMA) and Polyvinylchloride (PVC) are intermediate between the values obtained
by the methods of Owens et al. and Wu. In all the cases, the values obtained by Wu tend to be
considerable higher.
As mentioned above, recent experimental evidence using microgravity by parabolic arc flights
[21] and microgravity drop towers [22-23] have demonstrated that the effect of gravity on the contact
angle is relevant even at very small drop volumes such as 5 µL. According to Allen [24], who studied
the wetting of very small drops with small contact angles, a drop is small enough to neglect
gravitational influences only if its volume is less than 1 µL. For the present study, small droplets of
only 1µL volume were used while applying the Owens et al. and Wu methods. However, the effects
of the gravity are still significant on these droplets. To probe this, the eccentricity values of very small
droplets on a PP and PTFE surfaces were measured using the Mobile Surface Analyzer –MSA (Krüss
GmbH, Germany) instrument. The results can be seen in Figure 11. According to this, water droplets
of only 1µL are still deformed by the gravitation: on PP surfaces, the eccentricity of the water droplet
is 0.2179, while on PTFE surfaces is 0.1466.
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Figure 11. The eccentricity of different water droplets volumes on PP and PTFE surfaces. The drops
are deformed by gravity even when they are very small.

The deforming effect of the gravity on the drop is not the only problem for determining the
interfacial energies using the typical contact angle methods like Owens et al. and Wu. The use of
small droplets leads additionally to the increase of the effects of the roughness on the contour line.
Even smooth surfaces have micro- and nanometric inhomogeneities that could affect the solid-liquidgas contour line of the droplet. And this is very relevant when the method used is based only on the
geometry of the boundary solid-liquid-gas.

Figure 12. Comparison of the measured contact angles of a 15 µL water droplet with and without the
effect of gravity, and 1µL droplet under the effect of gravity.

Figure 12 compares the measured contact angles before and after the gravitation release using
15 µL drops, with the contact angles measured by the MSA instrument using 1µL drops under the
effect of gravity. According to this data, the measured contact angles in the microgravity are always
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lower than the measured under the gravitational effects. This is to be expected for contact angles
greater than 90 degrees –PP and PTFE-, according to [21]. However, when the contact angles in the
microgravity are lower than 90 degrees it would be predictable, according to [21], that the gravitation
decreases the contact angles slightly by promoting wetting. However in all the studied cases especially for PE, PMMA and PVC measured by the MSA device (Krüss Germany) using 1 µL drop
volume-, the contact angles are larger under the effects of gravity.
There are, in principle, two explanations for this effect while comparing the droplets of 15 µL
with and without the effects of gravity. The first hypothesis is that the gravity release leads to
receding wetting due to the release of gravitation: in all the cases, larger or smaller contact angles,
the effect of micro- and nano-roughness of the surfaces by the stick-slip effect would also be
modifying –decreasing- the contact angles on the contour line of the drop at equilibrium
(configuration κ’). However, this small alteration of the wetting due to the contact angle hysteresis
would affect principally the boundary of the droplet and would be negligible for the resulting value
of the whole interfacial area solid-liquid. In any case, the vibrations due to the gravitation release
during the experiment could also help the drops to recede and overcome the energy barriers easily.
The second hypothesis, that will be discussed in detail later, is related with the singular
hydrophibicity-hydrophilicity threshold of SDACC at the value κ = 0 (θY = 42.88°).
To explain the considerable larger contact angles of PE, PMMA and PVC under gravity while
using 1 µL after a dosing process by advancing wetting (MSA instrument, see Figure 12), it is
necessary to take a look at the micro- and nanoroughness, that would be stopping wetting on the
solid-liquid-gas contour line -and consequently increasing the contact angles-, due to the small drop
size (1 µL). The effect of advancing and receding wetting is the main cause of inaccuracy when the
surface energy characterization is based on the measurement of apparent contact angles on the
boundary line only –even if they are at stable equilibrium-, and not on the changes on the interfacial
surfaces.

Figure 13. The relationship between Young’s contact angle (equivalent to the contact angle without
gravity, θκ) and the parameter κ.

As mentioned above, in Young’s model cosθY represents the bi-dimensional fraction of the liquid
surface tension acting horizontally on the triple contact point solid-liquid-gas. By contrast, in SDACC,
κ represents the ratio of the liquid-gas interface decrease and the solid-gas interface created by
wetting (Eq. 24). While cosθY applies only to the boundary line of the bi-dimensional drop profile, κ
applies to all the interfaces of the three-dimensional system.
A relationship between κ and θY can be built by means of a mathematical simulation considering
a spherical drop of any liquid that virtually wets and spreads from θκ = 180° to θκ = 0° on any smooth
surface in absence of gravity. By the definition of Young’s equation, θY = θκ , because the Young’s
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model considers no effect of gravity. According to Figure 13, the relationship between θY and κ is near
to a sigmoid. For the wetting models based on the Young’s equation, the transition hydrophobichydrophilic is given by definition at 90 degrees. By SDACC, θκ = 90° corresponds to κ = 0.5218 and,
apparently, does not represent any relevant point for the function θY = f(κ), as can be seen in Figure
13. The threshold between hydrophobicity and hydrophilicity at θY = 90° is a characteristic result of
the force balance in the three-phase contact point of Young’s model. Instead, by SDACC, the pole κ =
0 represents a very interesting point: in this, according to Equation 24, the interface liquid-air of the
sessile drop equals the value of the liquid-air interfacial area of the original spherical drop before
wetting. As mentioned before, by the Young’s equation (Eq. 1), if the surface energy (in mJ/m2) of the
solid equals the tensor (in mN/m) of the solid-liquid contour, then the contact angle is 90 degrees
(cosθY = 0), while by SDACC, the surface energy of the solid equals the energy of the solid liquid
interface only if κ = 0. The contact angle, in this case, is θκ = 42.88°. This value is the threshold
hydrophobicity-hidrophilicity of the thermodynamic model for SDACC.
Young’s model considers an interfacial solid-liquid tensor on the contour line. Let’s rename this
parameter σLS to differentiate from the interfacial energy γSL defined for SDACC. By combining the
Equations 1 and 25:

γ SL − σ SL = γ L (κ + cosθY )

(52)

According to Equation 52, there is a difference between the interfacial energies measured on the
interfacial area solid-liquid (γSL) and on the contour line (σLS) solid-liquid-gas. This difference is
controlled by the liquid surface tension and by κ + cosθY. Figure 14 shows the behavior of this
difference as a function of Young’s contact angle. According to this, the interfacial energy solidliquid measured by Young’s model on the contour line is only valid for the solid-liquid interface in
the case of complete wetting (θY = 0°).

By Young’s model, complete wetting means γS = σLS + γL, because the contact angle is zero (cosθY
= 1). In this wetting case, SDACC predicts κ = -1, which leads to γS = γLS + γL. According to this, at
complete wetting both models match, ie. γSL = σLS.
At the opposite end, by θY = 180° (cosθY = -1), the Young’s model predicts that γS = σLS - γL, that
means that σLS = γL, because, by definition, γS is zero by non-wetting. By SDACC however, nonwetting means that κ tends to infinity (see Figure 14). While in this case, γS tends to zero, then γSL tends
to infinity (see Eq. 25). In other words, SDACC predicts that a contact angle θκ = 180° would be only
possible, if the solid-liquid interfacial energy γSL is so high and unattainable, that it is impossible for
the system to create any interfacial area ΩSL. This interesting prediction is a clear result of applying a
thermodynamic model of wetting that considers all the interfacial energies as surface properties .

Figure 14. Comparison between the relevant parameters of Young’s model and the SDACC model.
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As mentioned above, by Young’s model, at θY = 90° the surface energy of the solid equals the
tensor solid-liquid on the contact point, ie., σSL = γS. This point represents the transition hydrophilichydrophobic by Young’s model. Instead, by SDACC, the case γSL = γS occurs when κ = 0, at θY = 42.88°.
In this case, the area of the liquid-air interface at the equilibrium is the same as before starting the
wetting process (ΩL = Ωo). Indeed, this can occur only if the energy of the solid-air interface is the
same of the energy of the solid-liquid interface. As already mentioned, this would represent the
transition hydrophobic-hydrophilic by using the SDACC model. This wetting threshold could also
help to explain why the microgravity decreases the contact angles of all the polymer surfaces that
have contact angles lower than 90 degrees but higher than 42.88 degrees. Those surfaces are,
according to the SDACC, still hydrophobic (γS < γSL). But, if κ‘< 0, then θκ' < 42.88°, and γS > γSL,
according to Equation 25. This condition -the hydrophilicity by SDACC- would increase wetting
easily by applying a gravitational force and, in consequence, decrease considerably the contact angle,
see the explanation of Figure 15. New tests using hydrophilic surfaces with contact angles lower than
42.88 degrees need to be realized in the future to probe this hypothesis.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 15. The effect of gravity on the contact angle depends on the value of κ', which defines the
threshold θκ' = 42.88°. (a) and (b) represent the case κ' > 0. The case (c) occurs if κ' <0. Only in this case
the gravity leads to a smaller contact angle than the microgravity.

Another point of interest, as mentioned before, occurs at the local minimum θY = 160°, where κ
= 1 and γS = γSL - γL. At this point, the values of σSL (Young’s model) and γSL (SDACC) are quite close
(κ + cosθY = 0,061 in Figure 14).

Figure 16. Relevant parameters of SDACC for a 1 mm radius droplet that wets a smooth surface.
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All the contrasts between Young’s model and SDACC mentioned so far are the result of using
two completely different thermodynamic concepts. In the first case, the energetic balance is applied
on the contour line solid-liquid-gas, while in the second case, on all the interfacial areas of the system.
Figure 16 is a diagram of the SDACC-parameters for any system consisting of a 1 mm radius droplet
of any liquid on any smooth solid surface.
6. Conclusion
A new method for the surface characterization, the Sessile Drop Accelerometry (SDACC), was
studied and discussed using new experimental data. This method can measure the interfacial solidgas and solid-liquid energies by submitting a sessile drop to uniform and controlled microgravity
environment using a small acceleration tower designed for the use inside the laboratory.
The method bases on the thermodynamic equilibrium of the interfaces and not on the balance of
bi-dimensional tensors on the contour line and, in consequence, does not follow Young’s equation,
as the current surface wetting characterization techniques usually do. For that reason, the
measurement of the apparent contact angles is not a requirement for the application of SDACC.
The experimental results of seven different smooth polymer surfaces were compared with the
measurements using the conventional methods of Owens et al. and Wu. The results show that
SDACC provides similar values of the obtained by Owens et al. with good reproducibility. The effect
of the receding wetting during the experiment and its implication on the results was also discussed.
For the application of the method, only one liquid with a known value of surface tension is
needed. The values of the interfacial energies can be obtained by solving a linear system of two
equations. No correlations or numerical methods are needed. The greatest obstacle to the method
accuracy is the vibration produced during the start of the wetting process. However, the experimental
results are showing that the release of these vibrations occurs for a very short time and could help
the receding wetting. The high-speed camera of the instrument allows obtaining images of the drops
for an additional time free of vibrations.
The thermodynamic model that supports SDACC allows to measure the interfacial solid-liquid
energy directly and not only the value of the tensor in the solid-liquid-air contour line. This is the
most important advantage of SDACC over Young’s equation based methods. The second important
advantage is to allow the study of wetting phenomena without the effect of the terrestrial gravity.
In contrast to the universally accepted boundary wetting threshold of 90 degrees (Young’s
model), the thermodynamic model of SDACC proposes that the surface wetting threshold between
hydrophobic and hydrophilic characters occurs when the contact angle on the drop boundary is 42.88
degrees (γSL = γS). This is probably the most challenging proposal of SDACC.
The instrument and its evaluation method open new possibilities to develop surface
characterization procedures by submitting the solid-liquid-system to artificial generated and uniform
force fields.
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